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Reading and writing are complementary. Good reading encourages logical 

thinking which in turn will result in good writing and vice versa. The 

relationship between reading and writing is a strong one and people who are 

generally good at one will usually be good at the other .(" Reading and 

writing - the relationship", n. d). There must be certain level of maturity in 

thinking to understand the exact meaning of an author's writing. This could 

be gained only by good reading. Reading aims at distribute knowledge and 

information. A good reading increases a person's ability for rational thinking 

along with gaining knowledge. A good writing is a result of a good, logical 

thinking, which in turn will encourage good reading. 

Intellectual abilities are essential in order to be an effective reader. 

Intellectual abilities like Clarifying purposes, formulating clear questions and 

distinguishing accurate and relevant information help in effective reading. 

Before beginning to read, a reader must clarify their purpose for reading a 

material or content. The content must be foretasted. During reading, a 

reader should check their understanding about the content and retreat in 

case if the understanding is poor. The pace at which the reader is reading 

content is also very important, according to the understanding and 

familiarity of their concept the speed should be adjusted. After completing 

the reading, a reader must be able to summarize the content to check if they

have grasped the actual message of the author, all these will help the reader

in understanding the matter exactly the way it was meant by the author. 

Questions also help us in better understanding. The more the questions are, 

the better the understanding is. Formulating good questions before you start

reading will give a good depth and different dimensions of the content. 

Previewing content and framing questions before beginning the actual 
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reading, increases the interest of the reader and helps in transferring the 

right message intended by the author. The reading should give a feeling of 

completeness, which is a good insight of what the author has mentioned in 

the text. 

A good reader is a person who can differentiate between relevant 

information and accurate information. An accurate information is the exact 

information that they are looking for. Relevant information is significant and 

related information. A good reader will understand the essence of the 

content accurately and then also look at the other related message in the 

context. Writing can have multiple meanings but identifying the exact 

meaning for what it meant to be differentiates a good reader. Thinking 

beyond what is mentioned in the context is the capacity gained due to good 

reading. 

Hence all these intellectual talents will contribute in accurately translating an

author's intended message and must be practiced by beginners to increase 

their efficiency. 
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